
 
Fitzgerald 

Finalization of Genre Identification 
 

Each student should get a Chromebook, sign on, click on the Google app symbol, , choose Drive, . 
 
Read over your seven paragraphs and rank them  by the quality of their writing. 
Choose your  best written  paragraph, with all of the required steps in the structure, in the right order. 
 

● Topic sentence - Introduce title, author and genre 
○ Supporting Idea - Reason passage fits this genre 

■ Developing Detail -  
● Evidence from passage  

and  
● Explanation of how evidence proves this reason 

○ Supporting Idea - Reason passage fits this genre 
■ Developing Detail -  

● Evidence from passage  
and  

● Explanation of how evidence proves this reason 
● Concluding Thought - Does not repeat 

 
Then choose your second and third best. 
Number them right on the paper: #1, #2, and #3 
The other four can go in any order behind these three. 
 
Now type up your best paragraph as a Google Doc. 

● One group member should start the Doc and share it with the other two group members. Be sure 
to  give everyone the ability to edit the Doc. The other two group members should find it in their 
Shared with me file. 

● Also share it with me  vfitzgerald@rcs-k12.us . I need the ability to edit also. 
● Give the Doc the title “Genre Identification Paragraph” and follow it with the initials of the three 

group members. 
Split up the work. One person should be the lead typist. One can do the heading, and the third can share it 
with me. The two who did the heading and sharing should then follow along as the paper is typed, editing 
and commenting. 
 

Due at end of hour. 

 Virginia Fitzgerald 
LA8 Fitzgerald 

6th hour 
 

Creative Title 
 
                       Indent your first paragraph. Be sure the passage’s title is punctuated.  
 
            Check for full sentences. Avoid run-ons and fragments. Check for spelling and 
 
            capitalization. Write in the third person. Discuss literature in the present tense.  
 
            Double space. Leave one inch margins. 
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